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Introduction
Screening of biological samples for drugs of abuse and 
other toxic compounds is one of the main issues in forensic 
toxicology. The challenge is to provide rapid and accurate 
results despite the large number of targeted molecules and 
the complexity of biological matrices.

Here we present the workflow and results obtained by 
using a liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry 
(LC-MS/MS) timed selected reaction monitoring (T-SRM) 
method utilizing a triple stage quadrupole mass 
spectrometer. In a T-SRM experiment, the method is set 
to look for specific transitions only during the expected 
retention-time window. This increases the number of SRM 
transitions that can be monitored in a single experiment. It 
also increases the dwell time and duty cycle for monitoring 
individual compounds per experiment. Then, quantitation-
enhanced data dependent (QED) MS/MS scan functions 

are used to trigger data dependent full scan MS/MS spectra 
from SRM transitions. When a particular SRM transition 
reaches a predefined intensity threshold, the instrument 
automatically triggers QED-MS/MS, using the reverse 
energy ramp (RER) scan function to increase the product 
ion sensitivity (Figure 1). Dynamic exclusion settings 
allow the maximum number of MS/MS collected for each 
compound to be specified, thus giving the ability to collect 
MS2 spectra of  coeluting molecules.

Goal
To evaluate a triple stage quadrupole mass spectrometer 
for targeted screening in human urine utilizing a  
LC-QED-MS/MS method for forensic toxicology 
laboratories. This screening technique is asked to be fast 
and reliable enabling high throughput screening.
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Figure 1: QED detection mode: when a monitored SRM transition reaches a targeted threshold, a full MS2 spectrum is 
acquired using a Reverse Energy Ramp scan.



Experimental Conditions

Sample	Preparation
Urine was stored at -20 °C; for the analysis.  After 
thawing, the urine was diluted 10 times with water. For 
the analysis, 10 µL of urine was directly injected into the 
LC-MS/MS.

Chromatography	and	Mass	Spectrometry
A Thermo Scientific Hypersil GOLD PFP analytical col-
umn (50 x 2.1 mm, 5 µm) was used for separation of the 
compounds. A 15-minute gradient was set up using  
10 mM ammonium formate and 0.1% formic acid in 
water for the mobile phase A and acetonitrile containing 
0.1% formic acid for the mobile phase B. 

The mass spectrometer was a Thermo Scientific TSQ 
Quantum Access MAX triple stage quadrupole with 
an Ion Max ion source. The instrument acquired SRM 
(Figure 2A) transitions of 294 compounds (drugs, toxic 
compounds, and metabolites) using T-SRM (Figure 2B). 
When an SRM transition reached 10,000 counts, QED 
detection was activated to collect full MS/MS spectra 
applying a ramp of collision energy from 15 to 35 eV 
(Figure 2C). 

Data generated were processed with Thermo Scientific 
TraceFinder software for automated target screening. 
TraceFinder™ software can identify compounds based 
on their respective retention time, SRM transition, and 
full MS/MS spectra. The library contains 294 spectra of 

toxic and illicit compounds, and the corresponding SRM 
transitions are reported in the method. 

Results and Discussion
The analysis time was 15 minutes. Figure 3A shows an 
example of an ion chromatogram of one of the monitored 
SRMs. Using QED-RER, the corresponding full MS2 was 
recorded also (Figure 3B).  

Figure 2:  Method parameters used for LC-MS/MS screening of 294 compounds 
Panel A: SRM transitions monitored  
 Panel B: Time segment used for Timed SRM 
Panel C:  When QED is activated an energy ramp from 15 to 35 eV is 

applied 
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Figure 3: Example of ion chromatogram of transition 200 → 182 (A) and corresponding full MS2 spectra 
collected (B)



Analyses were then processed with TraceFinder 
software using the Target Screening option (Figure 4), 
which allows the identification of target compounds 
present in the sample. Data obtained are highly specific 
and reliable because the identification of compounds is 
based on three parameters: retention time of the molecule, 
SRM transition, and MS/MS spectra.

Figure 5 shows an example of a summary report 
generated by TraceFinder software after the analysis of a 
urine sample that tested positive for cocaine. In addition 
to cocaine, in vivo metabolites such as benzoylecgonine, 
ecgonine methyl ester, and cocaethylene were also 
identified. The same sample was found positive for 
methadone – its metabolite, EDDP, was also identified. 

Figure 4. Selection of the Target Screening option in the configuration panel of TraceFinder software and settings used

Figure 5: TraceFinder Target Screening Short Report showing ion chromatograms and a list of compounds 
detected in urine positive for cocaine and methadone
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Figure 6. Extract of a TraceFinder Target Screening Long Report showing ion chromatograms and MS/MS 
spectra of EDDP detected in urine

Figure 6 shows an extract of the long report generated 
by TraceFinder software, showing the comparison between 
experimental spectra and library spectra for each com-
pound. All of the spectra showed a high matching score 
confirming the presence of cocaine, methadone, and their 
metabolites in the urine sample.

Conclusion
The TSQ Quantum Access MAX™ with T-SRM and 
QED-RER acquisition mode was used to screen toxic 
compounds and their metabolites in urine. This screening 
approach provides rapid sample preparation, ease-of-use, 
sensitivity, specificity, and a low cost per sample analysis 
for forensic toxicology laboratories.
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